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A look at the role of allegory in stories and how it affects the way we interpret stories. Allegory in Edgar Allan Poe's
â€œThe Masque of the Red Deathâ€• . If the masquerade sequence is read in terms of its dream-like qualities.

Each of the first six rooms is decorated and illuminated in a specific color: blue, purple, green, orange, white,
and violet. Poe never stated that this story was meant to be an allegory, but today it is commonly read as such.
Prospero and his court are indifferent to the sufferings of the population at large; they intend to await the end
of the plague in luxury and safety behind the walls of their secure refuge, having welded the doors shut. It was
necessary to hear and see and touch him to be sure that he was not. And as soon as those ditches were filled,
more were dug. Adaptation by Adam Prosser, art by Erik Rangel. Adaptation by Al Hewetson, art by Ricardo
Villamonte. This quote is also a part of the section written in present tense, which signifies that the
masqueraders think they are still in a dream-state. Adaptation by David Pomplun, art by Stanley W. These
windows were of stained glass whose color varied in accordance with the prevailing hue of the decorations of
the chamber into which it opened. Both words imply that disguises and hidden abbeys cannot shield a person
from the inevitable which, in this case, is death. This quote serves to demonstrates Edgar Allan Poe's
descriptive abilities. Midnight marks the transition from one day to the next, as well as from night to morning.
Poe describes it as causing "sharp pains, and sudden dizziness, and then profuse bleeding at the pores" leading
to death within half an hour. And then, for a moment, all is still, and all is silent save the voice of the clock.
He bore aloft a drawn dagger, and had approached, in rapid impetuosity, to with-in three or four feet of the
retreating figure, when the latter, having attained the extremity of the velvet apartment, turned suddenly and
confronted his pursuer. And yet all this might have been endured, if not approved, by the mad revellers
around. There were sevenâ€”an imperial suite. And then, for a moment, all is still, and all is silent save the
voice of the clock. His vesture was dabbled in bloodâ€”and his broad brow, with all the features of the face,
was besprinkled with the scarlet horror. When the eyes of Prince Prospero fell upon this spectral image which
with a slow and solemn movement, as if more fully to sustain its role, stalked to and fro among the waltzers he
was seen to be convulsed, in the first moment with a strong shudder either of terror or distaste; but, in the next,
his brow reddened with rage. The Prince pursues him with a drawn dagger and corners the guest in the seventh
room. Maybe the colors red and black usually symbolism blood and death because those things exist in our
world and affect the way we live. Let your dreams become reality. They are arranged east to west, reminiscent
of the movement of the sun across the sky, and the number of rooms, seven, is equal to the number of days in
the week. Adaptation and art by Wendy Pini. Now in no one of the seven apartments was there any lamp or
candelabrum, amid the profusion of golden ornaments that lay scattered to and fro or depended from the roof.
That at the eastern extremity was hung, for example in blueâ€”and vividly blue were its windows. The
imagery of blood and time throughout also indicates corporeality. Many different interpretations have been
presented, as well as attempts to identify the true nature of the disease of the "Red Death. The guests, too
afraid to approach the figure, instead let him pass through the six chambers. It is the dreams who are stopped
by the chimes of the clock, and it is the dreams that pass from room to room. The abbey was amply
provisioned. For more information on choosing credible sources for your paper, check out this blog post. But
when the echoes had fully ceased, a light laughter at once pervaded the assembly; the musicians looked at each
other and smiled as if at their own nervousness and folly, and made whispering vows, each to the other, that
the next chiming of the clock should produce in them no similar emotion; and then, after the lapse of sixty
minutes, which embrace three thousand and six hundred seconds of the Time that flies, there came yet another
chiming of the clock, and then were the same disconcert and tremulousness and meditation as before. And
there is all that medieval symbolism for the number seven, such as seven gifts of the holy spirit, Seven Seals
from the Book of Revelation, seven liberal arts, the seven virtues and, of course, the seven deadly sins
gluttony, lechery, avarice, luxury, wrath, envy, and sloth , which sounds like a catalogue of activities within
the castle walls. Poe The Velvet Hall reminds the guests that fear is still present among them, even though the
masquerade is supposed be a lively affair. Under this interpretation, Poe is seeking refuge from the dangers of
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the outside world, and his portrayal of himself as the only person willing to confront the stranger is
emblematic of Poe's rush towards inescapable dangers in his own life. To what extent is their experience the
play of the mind? However, he abandons his kingdom as soon as it is ravaged by the Red Death and half of his
people are dead. And I, Agnolo di Tura Adaptation and art by Manoel Ferreira.


